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                                   WE HELP PARENTS RAISE

CONFIDENT LEADERS & ADULTS

REACH THEIR TRUE POTENTIAL!


Getting started is easy!
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            Crush your fitness goals while learning how to protect yourself

            Enter Your Contact Information to Get Started!
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                        Elite Dragons

                        3.5-6 Yrs

                                                
                           This program offers children a strong foundation in essential character qualities such as courtesy, respect, and discipline.
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                        Junior Achievers

                        6-12

                                                
                           Kids martial arts classes: positive mental attitude, high goal setting and confidence!
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                        Mixed Martial Arts

                        13+

                                                
                           Our teen & adult programs focus on high-intensity fitness and real self-defense that applies in today's world.
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				  Hi, I'm Master Michael Sweeney

				  
                  
and I'm the owner of Elite Force Martial Arts. I began martial arts at the age of 16, nearly 20 years ago, to learn self-defense. To my surprise, I found confidence, focus, discipline, and guidance. Since finding my passion for helping myself as well as others reach their true potential... I ultimately became a Master Instructor.
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Getting Started Is Easy!
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               One of Our
Exclusive Web Offers
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                              Schedule

               Your Child's First
Semi-Private Lesson
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                              Pickup

               Your Child’s T-Shirt
& Begin Martial Arts!

            

         

      

   
   
         
      
         
         
            
               
                  
                     You Belong Here.


Whether you are looking for a sports activity for your child or for an alternative from the boring gym fitness routine, martial arts is unlike any other sport because at the core of the training, the emphasis is on personal development. Anyone can begin martial arts - any age, any fitness level.  

Start today!
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                     Children's Classes

					                      Ages 3.5-12
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                     Birthday Parties

					                      All Ages
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                     Teen & Adult MMA
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                                       Got our daughter started here over 8 years ago. Best thing we ever did for her. She has learned to respect herself and others, how to be confident and strong. The best dojo family there is!!! They got me training as well and it has been a great journey. I know it will continue for many years to come.. My daughter wants to be an instructor, because she's been taught by the best!!
 
                                    

                                    Tara Shafer

                                    Deerfield Beach

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       I started a year ago at 238 pounds thanks to everybody there I am at 194. The sensi's and instructors are the best out there and awesome people. I now have confidence in my myself and know self defense. The health benifits are incredible. I just want everybody's to know I will be on that stage when the time is right getting my blackbelt and always help the students that are starting. Someday I want to teach the little ones and be able to tell my story. Thanks to everyone that will help me make this happen. Elite Force you rock in more ways than you will ever know. By the way I am 63 feeling 40.
 
                                    

                                    Steven Ferstand

                                    Fort Lauderdale

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       I have been going to Elite Force Martial Arts - Ft. Lauderdale for many years. I started off as a parent watching on the sidelines. I loved what I saw...invaluable skills and a room full of great role models for my children. As I watched my children become young adults and move into the Adult class I then noticed how much fun the adults were having too! It has been the absolute best thing I could have ever done for myself and my children. I never knew what true cardio was until I started Martial Arts! They kind of sneak it in... you are getting an amazing all over workout (including your mind!) while having a blast. Everyone is so nice.. I highly recommend this to anyone at any age. 
 
                                    

                                    Julie Peck Belanger

                                    Oakland Park

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       5 stars isn't enough! They need more stars!! What an amazing school! Followed by amazing instructors! They are so awesome especially Ms. Bingham she us the greatest! So loving and caring towards he students and school! She is an A1 Martial Arts Instructor!
 
                                    

                                    Joshua Culbreath

                                    Fort Lauderdale

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       Getting to travel around the world to Martial Art Schools, you see all the differences. This school is definitely one of the best!! The instructors and team are amazing at teaching, and amazing at their art. If you're looking for a school, this is the one to be at!!!
 
                                    

                                    Edge DePalma

                                    South Gilbert

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       My children have been going to Elite Force for almost 3 years now. I have seen a lot of growth in their strength and endurance. The instructors are amazing and always full of energy, encouragment, and patience. We absolutely love the Elite Force family and wouldn't go anywhere else!!!
 
                                    

                                    Adrian-Cari Olivo Vazquez

                                    Pompano Beach

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       Would definitely recommend bringing your child here! The instructors are always happy and excited to work with the students, you can tell as soon as you walk in they love what they are doing in life!
 
                                    

                                    Ashley Chalermpued

                                    Fort Lauderdale

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       This is the best decision I’ve ever made as a parent. I love my little girl to death but I always felt like she had two left feet... but now all that is changing. The school was affordable and they had several timeslots for her to attend so that made it convenient for us.
 
                                    

                                    Ehab A.

                                    Fort Lauderdale

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

                                    
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                  
                                                                        
                                                                     

                                 
                                    
                                        
                                       Team Elite Force Martial Arts is the Best!!! No better place for kids and adults to learn martial arts. It's a family atmosphere and I would highly recommend to anyone!!! Love my EFMA Family!!!
 
                                    

                                    Trish Shelton

                                    Fort Lauderdale
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